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KYLIE GILLIES:
Showing Jolie and J.Lo how it’s done.
GOOD FRIDAY APPEAL:
Doing it for the kids.
TOBY AND SIMONE:
We can’t wait for the paid interview.

+

LACKING

RICKY NIXON:
He hit and ran. Disgraceful.
COOGEE SHORE:
Bogans by the bay.
BRUCE BONES BORN IN THE USA:
Bad Boss.

Campbell
confides

GLENANE
DRIFTS
INTO FILM

ONIA Kruger has more faith
in Mornings co-host David
Campbell’s (together, right)
Logie chances than he does.
Campbell is up for a best new
talent award.
He has discussed tactics with
Kruger, including dealing with
victory or rejection on the big night.
‘‘Sonia reckons I can win. She
thinks I should have a plan — lose
my temper or something if I
don’t,’’ he said.
‘‘If it’s winning, it’s tears and
crying — and if it’s losing, it’s a
yard glass, Bob Hawke-style.’’
Campbell said his father,
rocker Jimmy Barnes would not
be impressed by a win.
‘‘My dad thinks it’s funny,’’
Campbell said.
‘‘He has a trillion awards. He’s
like, ‘awards shmawards’.’’
Channel 9’s Mornings team is
starting to make an impact
against rival Channel 7. They won
the ratings on two consecutive days
last week.
‘‘I think people get what we are and
what Sonia and I do,’’ he said.
‘‘Some might call it
unprofessional. But we like to have
a lot of fun.’’
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䡵 LOGIES tensions have
escalated between rival
networks.
Broadcast on Nine and
affiliated with TV Week
magazine, some in the industry
have accused the other
networks of not doing any prepromotion of the event.
While personalities from all
networks will walk the red carpet
and possibly take home
awards, their
employers have
been less than
enthusiastic
about promoting
the event.
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BALLARAT boy Aaron
Glenane (below) has
scored a coveted role
alongside movie grump
Sam Worthington.
Glenane stars with
Worthington and Xavier
Samuel in the surfing
movie Drift.
‘‘I was a bit nervous
before meeting him,’’
Glenane said.
‘‘What he’s done and
accomplished, I have a
lot of respect for him —
he’s smashing it — and I
learned a lot.’’
However, Worthington
snubbed the movie’s
premiere last week.
Drift was filmed in
Yallingup, WA, about
18 months ago.
Glenane, 26, landed the
role after appearing in a
string of TV dramas,
including Puberty Blues
and Tricky Business.
He will also be seen
soon in ABC’s Janet King
alongside Vince
Colosimo and Damian
Walshe-Howling.
‘‘I’m slowly chipping
away at it,’’ Glenane said.
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MKR’s recipe keeps success on the boil
blabbering statement about
showing up, stepping up and
plating up.
But Confidential decided
to save ink, and shut him up.
䡵 Michelle Bridges isn’t
crying over her recent split
with husband Bill Moore.
The Biggest Loser trainer
has been spotted with a
bespectacled male and

seemed far from morose.
Bridges, at dinner with the
mystery man, clearly
enjoyed his company.
Said one spy: ‘‘He put his
hand protectively around
the small of her back when
they left together.’’
Bridges recently split from
Moore after nine years of
marriage, but the pair
remain close friends.
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Melina, WA food geeks
Kieran and Nastassia, and
popular father-and-son
team, Mick and Matt.
And, yes, you read
correctly — no Jessie and
Biswa!
Guest judge Colin
Fassnidge (pictured below,
between My Kitchen Rules
master chefs Pete Evans and
Manu Feildel) issued a
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MY Kitchen Rules continues
to reheat a good thing with
another series-stretching
round.
Eliminated teams will
return next Sunday to fight
for a place back in the
competition.
The first teams back are
Tassie mates Ali and
Samuel, Victorian
housewives Angela and

Alyssa’s divine
as screen queen
AUSTRALIAN model Alyssa Sutherland (above) will
play a warrior queen in the hit US show, Vikings.
Sutherland, 30, who got her big break in the
Girlfriend Model Search in 1997, will star as
Scandinavian queen Aslaug in the second series of
the show.
She told Confidential: ‘‘I feature in the finale and
shake things up a bit. It’s really exciting.’’
Sutherland, who had a small role in The Devil
Wears Prada, moved to Hollywood to pursue her
acting career.
She has appeared in Law and Order SVU, and
drama Arbitrage with Richard Gere.
The Brisbane-born beauty is married to director
Laurence Shanet.
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